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Of Pride and Prejudice. 
Rethinking Music and Power in China 

Barbara Mittler ;fiHI~ 

This paper studies foreign perceptions of Chinese music over the last several centuries and 

juxtaposes these with Chinese ideas on the aesthetics and the powers of music. It shows how 

these perceptions hover between pride and prejudice and how the idea(l)s and politics of music

malcing in China continue to play a role in the ways and manners in which China is seen and 

'understood to sound even today. The paper argues that while it was once prejudiced ideas about 

the "unbearable" sounds of Chinese music, it is now the idea of the "abominations" of political 

music-which China's governments are proud to advocate-that reign high among those read

ing and writing about the musical cultures coming out of China. Both attitudes are a reminder 

of the need for a more thorough engagement with China's music. 
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Published in 1960, Jim Knopf und Lukas der Lokomotivfahrer (Jim Button and Luke the 

Engine Driver), a German children's novel written by Michael Ende, became one of the 
most successful German children's books in the postwar era. It received the German Young 

Literature Prize in 1961 and has been translated into 33 languages. The book tells the story 
of Luke, the engine driver and his little black friend, the orphan Jim Button, who was once 
"delivered" to the tiny little island ofMorrowland (Lummerland) in a mysterious package by 
post. Morrowland is tiny indeed, it has just enough space for a small palace, a train station 
with tracks running all around the island, a grocery store, a small house, a king, two subjects, 

an engine by the name of Emma, and an engineer: Luke (Lukas). 
As Jim grows up, the King of Morrowland begins to worry that the island is too small 

and that there won't be enough space for Jim once he is an adult. He announces to Luke that 
Emma has to be removed. Luke, upset about this decision, decides to leave the island with 
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Emma. Jim, who has accidentally overheard Luke relating his woes to Emma, opts to come 
along. Together, they convert Emma into a makeshift ship and one night they sail off secretly, 
leaving their little island home behind. The first place they reach on their travels is China. 
When Jim first beholds it, he thinks he must be dreaming: 

Beautiful trees and flowers in the strangest of colors and forms could be seen out there, and they 
all appeared to be transparent, just like glass ... Aromatic shrouds of mist were floating above 
the lawns and here and there a little creek or river was winding its way through them, and above 
them dainty bridges would swing, made of porcelain. Some of these bridges had bizarre roofs 
and suspended from these roofs would be thousands of small bells made of silver sparkling in 
the morning light. Suspended from many of the trees and flowers were little silver bells, too, 
and when a light wisp of wind would pass over the stretch of land, then one could hear, once 
here, then again over there, an unearthly many-voiced resonance filling the air ... Far in the 
distance, near the horizon, a huge range of mountains rose up. It was patterned in red and white. 
From this distance, it looked like an ornamental border in a child's exercise book from school. 1 

l!f[:I'-:'~' ,' 
'il"'" 
.Ji!J~\· :t< 

Illustration 1. Entering China. From Michael Ende: Jim Knopfund Lukas der 
Lokomotivflihrer (Stuttgart: Thienemann, 1960: p 37). 

Our two friends' first impressions are all charm and marvel. China's exceptional beauty, 
its exquisite purity, is described in great detail. And it is not just the strange shape of its 
mountains, the tiny pagodas, the strangely bent bridges but it is also the surprising sounds 
and silences that they can make out that inform their fascination. This, interestingly, is con
sonant with Chinese philosophy, painting, and poetry in which the sounds of silence that Jim 
finds so intriguing are continually evoked. The Confucian sage Mencius describes an ideal 
world such that it is silent enough for one to be able to hear the dog barking in a neighboring 
village. Bo Juyi B Ji:§-~ (772-846), one of China's best-known poets picks up this common 
motif in one of his poems: the sounds of the seven-stringed zither, guqin r5~, one of the 
oldest instruments in history, he says, are always lingering in the air. This is so in spite (or, in 
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Chinese thinking, precisely because) of the fact that the guqin is an extremely soft-spoken, 
quiet instrument, one of which it is said that it actually produces the best music when it does 
not have any strings. Hence it cannot but produce the sounds of silence. 

What I have begun to tell here is the story of Chinese music as it has been perceived by 
foreigners on the one hand, and as it has been envisaged by Chinese on the other. In this 
paper, I will try to show how this perception differs, between pride on the Chinese side and 
prejudice on the foreign side, and how the idea(l)s and politics of music-making in China 
continue to play a role in the ways and manners in which Chinese music is understood and 
interpreted here and there. 

Prejudice 

But let us return, if only briefly, to Jim and Luke: Their first impression of China and her 
sounds, then, is one of great admiration, yet this positive image of China will be tarnished 
very soon. After they decide to move to the capital of China, Ping, in order to offer them
selves to the service of the emperor and help to free his daughter who has been abducted by 
a gruesome dragon, they encounter not only wonderfully small and intelligent Ping Pong, 
who immediately becomes their friend, but quite a few rather different characters as well. 
Their increasing disillusionment with China culminates in the encounter with notorious im
perial minister, Pi Pa Po. Their first confrontation with this type of nasty, calculating, and 
hypocritical envoy of China takes place at the palace doors. Jim and Luke speak to one of 
the doorkeepers and this experience is quite tellingly translated into sound in the audio-play 
that Michael Ende created for his book, where the doorkeeper opens the shutters of his door, 
looks out, and asks, in very polite and servile manner, what they, Jim and Luke, want. They 
explain and he declines, extremely deferentially and smiling graciously (but slyly), speaking 
with an extremely high-pitched voice. 

The shutter opened in the huge ebony door and a rather gross yellow head appeared who smiled 
at the two friends in an amiable manner ... The yellow head asked: "What is it you desire, 
honorable gentlemen?" "We are two foreign engine drivers," answers Luke. "And we would 
like to see the Emperor of China, if at all possible." "What is your particular business?" the 
smiling head demanded. "We will tell him this ourselves," Luke replied. "Well, unfortunately, it 
is entirely impossible, honored driver of a delicate gine-en," hissed the head above the invisible 
body and smiled even more graciously than before, "to speak to our august Emperor. Or do you 
happen to have an invitation?" "No," said Luke, quite taken aback, "why and what for?" The 
thick yellow head at the door replied: "Please forgive this undeserving insect, but then, he is not 
able to admit you. The Emperor has no time." "But at some point later during the day," replied 
Luke, "he is bound to have a minute that he could spare for us, I assume?" "Regretfully, no!" re
plied the head and smiled in sugary-sweet manner ... "Our esteemed and august Emperor never 
has time. Please excuse myself!" And with this, the shutter in the door closed with a bang.2 

This description echoes some of the negative stereotypes regularly found about China and 
the Chinese in encyclopedias and travel literature throughout the 19th and into the 20th cen
tury: "The Chinese" is someone who will always wear a friendly, polite smile, but who will at 
the same time, always act in a sly and unjust fashion-sycophant, dishonest, unteachable and 
false, the Fu Manchu-type, symbolizing the Yellow Peril which becomes an important slogan 
around the tum to the 20th century. He is authoritarian, despotic, and unfair, but all of this 
with a sickly sweet smile on his face, and hidden behind an exaggerated layer of hyperbolic 
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politeness and self-deprecation. And all of this is translated into sound, in Ende's description 
and the audio-play produced some years later: the sound of the doorkeeper's voice. Shrill and 
high-pitched, it was probably inspired by descriptions of Chinese eunuchs. 

Egon Erwin Kisch, for example, in his reportage novel China geheim (Secret China) 
which reflects his visit to China in the early 1930s, describes an afternoon stroll through the 
streets of Northern Beijing when he suddenly comes across what he thinks is a group of old 
women.3 Kisch is bewildered by the fact that these women are wearing blue trousers but no 
shirts, their breasts hanging shamelessly. He observes how shrieking and shrill their voices 
are and is fmally much confused-yet at the same time enlightened-by a strange scene: one 

Egon Erwin Kisch 

Eine illustrierte literarische Reportage 
Photographiert von Wilhelm Thiemann 

Verlag Sin1011&Magiera 

Illustration 2. Egon Erwin Kisch: China geheim (Secret China). 
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of the old "women" turns around and urinates, standing up. It is at this moment that Kisch 
understands that he is facing not women, but a group of eunuchs.4 

Not surprisingly, with their voices so high-pitched, eunuchs who served the Imperial 
Palace and often were responsible for the emperor's entertainments, were ideal candidates 
to play both female or male heroic roles in Chinese operatic performances which required 
a high-pitch voice (just as in baroque opera in Europe, which, for this purpose, also used 
castrati). Chinese opera is a very special world with hundreds oflocal opera forms, all char
acterized by a set of highly stylized and particular symbols, gestures, languages, and colors. 
It is not easy to understand Chinese opera at a first hearing. And thus it may not be all too 
surprising that Hector Berlioz when he first encountered Chinese opera at the World Fair 
in 1851, was quite disgruntled: what he heard were, in his words, "wild cat-howls, turkey 
duckings, and death rattles."5 And he continues: "And as concerns the voice of the Chinese, 
never have my ears been confronted with anything more peculiar. Imagine nasal, guttural, 
groaning, eerie sounds which can, without much exaggeration, be compared to the sounds 
that dogs make when they stretch and yawn forcefully after a long sleep."6 Whether Michael 
Ende may have seen this smilarly we do not know, but these kinds of vocal sounds may have 
inspired the voice of the imperial doorkeeper. 

Why tell the story of Jim and Luke here? Because it presents, in a nutshell, quite a few 
of the ideas and preconceptions about China and the Chinese, including their music, which 
have been perpetuated in Europe and the West more generally for some centuries now. These 
hover between fascination and disgust, between admiration on the one hand and condescen
sion on the other. August Wilhelm Ambros, in his authoritative Geschichte der Musik which 
first appeared in 1862 and was already in its third reprint by 1887 (Bd. 1, 3. Auflage 1887, 
first printing 1862, second 1880) is an obvious example for this rather schizophrenic view
point. In his article on Chinese music, he separates it into two areas: musicology and theory 
on the one hand, and performance practice on the other. Ambros writes: "As far as painstak
ing observation of music's foundation in physical phenomena is concerned, Chinese music 
can generally be considered a well founded and well ordered teaching, quite accurate and 
true (a few flights into fantasy notwithstanding). Yet, wherever the performative, artistic part 
of it begins, Chinese music is raw, barbarian and crude. While Chinese musicology has un
derstood for two millenia already, the intricacies of the cycle of Fifths, the twelve semitones 
in the octave, the two semitones to a scale etc., their musical practice is but a clamor with 
noisy cymbals, drums and other booming resonance and sound tools, not unlike the music of 
a wild tribe."7 

Listening to the musical rendering of a famous battle scene calledAmbushfromAll Around 
+ 00 :l:!I!i*, one may decide for oneself whether this musical battle, which makes use of many · 
an unusual technique to illustrate as realistically as possible, war and destruction, resembles Track 2 

the "Music of a wild tribe". The music is delivered on the Chinese lute [pipa FE], which is 
used in a holistic manner in this piece, making use of the entire body of the instrument and 
producing snarring sounds, for example, by pulling several strings on top of each other and 
then plucking them all together, in order to recapture a myriad of battle-sound-effects. 8 But 
how "crude", "raw" or "barbarian" is this? Certainly to the 19th century auqience unfamiliar 
with such sounds this is quite uncouth (but that is precisely the point, as it is supposed to 
imitate the rough texture of battle sounds). Indeed, Berlioz, in 1851, had reacted strongly, not 
just to opera, but also to some of the other performances of Chinese (instrumental) music and 
described them as follows: 
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The combination of vocal music and accompaniment was such that one could conclude that the 
Chinese don't even have the faintest idea of harmony. The melody, so grotesque and abomi
nable in every respect, concluded like the most ordinary of our songs, on the tonic, and did 
not even depart once from the assigned key mode. The accompaniment was a very lively, con
stantly repeated rhythmical figure on the mandolin, which does not really accord with the notes 
in the vocals ... in short, it was a song accompanied by a messy instrumental clutter.9 

What Berlioz apprehends as an "instrumental clutter" is probably the unfamiliar hetero
phonic structure of the music he was listening to. His failure to appreciate the aesthetic quali
ties of this musical structure again reflects rather exactly the kind of judgment of Chinese 
music common throughout the 19th and into the 20th century. This culminated in depictions 
of Chinese music such as to be found in the Encyclopiidie der musikalischen Wissenschaften 
(Encyclopedia of Musical Sciences) published in Stuttgart 1835, for example, in which Chi
nese music is defined as follows: 

Our general conceptions of China and the Chinese cause us to expect when it comes to the cat
egory of "Chinese music" something quite strange, even ridiculous, something which could but 
be an object of curiosity, or one of the otiose but still essential articles in a history of music.10 

While we do not know what the sonic basis for such judgments might have been, we can 
appreciate that to a 19th century audience, Chinese music with its entirely different approach
es toward musical structure (unilinearity rather than polyphony) and instrumental techniques 
(holistic rather than purely tonal and melodious) may indeed have appeared rather "strange", 
even "ridiculous" or "otiose." But what we have been discussing here are foreign conceptions 
of (or rather preconceptions, better: prejudices against) Chinese music, and it may be impor
tant to remind ourselves that such bias can go both ways. This is what in 1910, Louis Laloy 
in his book La musique Chinoise, reminds his reader of when he says: 'Si de ce tumulte, une 
oreille europeenne est plus surprise que charmee, il faut se rappeler le mot de ce Chinois qui, 
sortant d'un de nos theatres musicaux me disait: "Quand on ne comprend pas, on trouve qu'il 
ya trop de bruit."' 11 Transcultural musical understanding is never all that easy and no matter 
what the musical structures are, music is not a universal language immediately understood 
by everyone. · 

Illustration 3. Louis Laloy: La musique Chinoise. 
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Pride 

But how does one make sense of Chinese music after all? How do Chinese understand and 
view their own music? We have caught some glimpses of it earlier, considering the poetic 
and philosophical ideas about the sounds of silence, for example, which continue to play a 
prominent role in Chinese music-making to the present day. Many a composition by one of 
the more famous contemporary Chinese composers, Qu Xiaosong IVJ\f'~ (1952-), for ex
ample celebrates the powers of silence in music. Another famous composer from this group, 
Tan Dun flfm (1957-), even makes silence visible in many of his pieces by conducting a 
crescendo over a tacit bar. Ideas about the importance of silence, which continue to play 
a role in the compositions of these Chinese composers, are part of a discourse of restraint 
which can be explained both in Confucian and Daoist terms and which, among other things, 
is a political discourse as well. 

Indeed, in China music has been intricately linked to power: whoever wants to learn about 
Chinese politics, had better know her music, too. Or put another way, in China, all music is, 
at least to an extent, political. The 9,000-year-old bone flutes excavated at Jiahu in Henan, 
arguably the world's oldest instruments in existence and yet possessing an intricate tuning 
system, indicate that even during Neolithic times, China's rulers believed in (and were proud 
to care for) a close connection between the orders of music and the world. 12 Confucius and 
the Chinese Classics warn of the dangers of performing the wrong type of music: "If all the 
notes are unclear and clash disagreeably with one another, there will be general confusion 
and in the near future, state and people will face disaster and annihilation," warns the Classic 
of Music ~~c Yueji). 13 · 

Accordingly, every ruler had to pay close attention to the sounds proliferating in his coun
try. Changes in the musical system, so it was believed, could cause changes in the cosmos 
and the world. If the Yellow Bell(~·- huangzhong), since times immemorial the base note 
for the twelve-tone scale, was found to be out of tune, it could lead to the fall of the country. 
Thus, it is no surprise that Chinese rulers were meticulous in keeping the Yellow Bell tuned. 
Some of them also collected folksongs in order to be informed about the state of their ruler
ship, later revising these songs and teaching them to the people again in order to improve 
their minds and to stabilize the government. 

Chinese politicians of the (post-)modem age have evidently not lost this faith in the pro
found meaning and power of sound and music. The fate of the currently denounced former 
party secretary of Chongqing, Bo Xilai ¥ilffl* (1949-), is just one example for this (see .. ~ ·.~'; 
illustration 4).14 With his Red Song Movement pushing songs from the Maoist era to the fore ~, 
in the early 2000s, he presented himself as faithful to classic Socialist ideals; a loyal party Track 14 

Illustration 4. Bo Xilai s Red Song Movement singing Mao s praise; 2007. 
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member. He probably aimed to force anyone attacking him to portray themselves as critical 
of the Party's history, thereby protecting himself against allegations of unfaithfulness. There 
are other examples that seem to support this interpretation of his political uses of music, 
such as a song of praise to himself. This was sung, accompanied in simple pop harmony, and 
embellished by repetitions of his "glorious name" several times on rising notes, while his 
image appeared from many different angles and perspectives in the video that accompanied 
the song, culminating in the lines "Bo Xilai, you are the hero of a peaceful age" and "This 
is an age which needs many a hero." Both of these are typical rhetorical gestures in Chinese 

political music. 15 

During the boycotts and demonstrations against the treaty ports that spread throughout 
China in the first decades of the twentieth century, songs were used to teach and unify the 
masses against the imperialists, for example. These songs were based on so-called school 
songs(~~~ xuetang'ge), which were in turn based on Christian hymns or children's songs 
that had become part of regular school teaching since the educational reforms of 1902.16 Song 
was considered an ideal medium through which to spread new ideas to the uneducated and 
illiterate masses and even to mobilize them to participate in the making of the revolution.17 
All political groups made use of such songs based on foreign and, less often, Chinese folk 
melodies that were then fitted with new texts. A "Chinese" folksong based on Frere Jacques, 

for example, was created precisely for this purpose, and was accompanied by several differ
ent texts: anti-Japanese, anti-Chiang Kaishek ~f)-;,p (1887-1975), and even a version that 
served as the Chinese national anthem for a short while in the 1920s.18 

After the foundation of the CCP in 1921, Soviet songs became more and more influ
ential, 19 as the singing of songs became part and parcel of Communist guerilla practice. In 
Yan' an, the idea was further developed at the Lu Xun Academy, founded in 1938, where it 
was decided that musicians and composers would go to the masses to collect folk songs and 
forms of folk theater. They would eradicate "feudal" and "bourgeois" remnants from these 
pieces of music and then, traveling music troupes would teach them again to the people in 
their now "purified" form.20 

In 1942, when Mao Zedong '°EdiJ!t (1893-1976) formulated his famous Yan 'an Talks, 

he prescribed the ultimate aim and form of all orthodox art and music. His dictate remains 
binding in revolutionary China to the present day. "Correct music" was expected to be both 
"modern" and "Chinese" at the same time. It was bound by politics to "serve the people" by 
combining the best of China's national traditions with the most useful elements from foreign 
traditions. In short, the music of a proud China must be revolutionary (1jli:fi:r1-t geminghua), 

have national style (B.:;,l~Ht minzuhua), and serve the masses (::ki)dt dazhonghua). 
Mao himself soon became a dominant figure in this type of proud and spiteful Chinese 

music, too. The story begins some time in the 1940s in Yan' an when a poor peasant named 
Li Youyuan =$:ff~ (1903-55)21 recomposed a Shanbei melody (originally belonging to a 
rather cheeky and sexually explicit folk song entitled Sesame Oil, 1t!#¥1H Zhimayou), which 
had first been transformed into an anti-Japanese folk song Riding the White Horse (~ 8-Ib 
Qi Baima), and set it to new words: 

-*1iIT, j::j)SJI-, 

qi 00 tB 71-'£~* 0 

1fil7'1 A ~il¥~i'lL 
r!'f JL~P2f, f!B~A~i¥J:)c!J(JI:£, 

Red is the East, rises the sun, 
China has brought forth a Mao Zedong. 
For the peoples happiness he works, hu-er heiyo 
Hes the people s great savior. 
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'£~-*.~A~, 
1fil~!lt 1i'J 1¥1 w ~A, 
79 7 :@ij!J,JT qi 00 ' 
Pf )L~P}f, ®[.'iJ!!\t1i'Jrt:JBfi"J£, 

~t"J't,~::k~S, 
~OU P11~ H!.191~ ![Ji:, 
/l}J~][.~7~t"Jt, 
ri'f JL~Jl5.f, P11~.m.A~1-ll\~$, 

Chairman Mao loves the people, 
Chairman Mao, he is our guide. 
To build a new China, hu-er hei yo 
He leads us, leads us forward. 

The Communist Party is like the sun, 
Bringing light wherever it shines. 
Where theres the Communist Party, hu-er hei-yo 
There the people win liberation. 22 

Red Is the East (or The East Is Red) praises Mao's glorious-deeds and his close relation
ship with the people. It was propagated in grand style in 1964, when a song and dance epic 
of the same title was performed in honor of the fifteenth anniversary of the founding of the 
PRC by some 3,000 workers, peasants, and soldiers in the Hall of the People, an event that 
was documented on film and quickly disseminated to every corner of the country (see illus
tration 5). This epic performance tells the story of the CCP's great victory. It begins, in grand 
style, with Red Is the East, which is presented quite literally as the ode to the sun to which 

Illustration 5. Red is the East. Cover of a 2004 VCD version of the 1964 
song and dance epic. 
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all the sunflowers-China's workers, peasants, and soldiers-tum with great happiness and 
devotion: Mao the "savior of the people."23 

A few years later, during the Cultural Revolution ( 1966-7 6), Red Is the East was sung at 
every meeting, small or large in scale, official or unofficial in form. For many years, it was 
played every morning on a two-thousand-year old chime to start the day for China's National 
Radio Station (He 2003 :25). It would even substitute the sound of church bells and it was sent 
into space, to bathe the universe in its sound, when China launched its first satellite named 
"Red Is the East No. l" on April 24, 1970 (He 2003:25).24 

It is this kind of music which has led, once more, to critical Western views. This time 
it is not the fact that Chinese instrumental sounds or musical structures lead to aesthetic 
misapprehensions. This time this was a music performed on Western instruments and primar
ily oriented along "Western" musical compositional structures. And still, musicologists and 
sinologists reacted rather negatively. A. C. Scott, for example, argues: 'That China has noth
ing distinguished to show in the way of new creative music is due to both a lack of seasoned 
composers and the hindering hand of the Party."25 Politics, so it was contended, hindered the 
"advances" Chinese music could have made after its first encounters with Western musi
cal traditions. Merchants, missionaries, and the military had brought Western instruments 
to China since the mid-19th century and playing these instrumets had become a means of 
distinction among educated middle-class Chinese. 

It was precisely these educated middle-class Chinese, and many more, who by the mid
l 960s would be engaged as the most talented musicians of the nation to perform the so-called 
model works from the Cultural Revolution, grand hybrid pieces of revolutionary opera, bal
let and instrumental music. In these model works, Western and Chinese instruments and 
musical forms are combined to create Chinese, but modem music of the kind expected to be 
appreciated by the masses (according to Mao's Yan 'an Talks). Red Is the East is habitually 
cited at the most critical and pivotal points in these pieces, marking the habitual grand final 
apotheosis of victory. As such, Red Is the East appears in the Yellow River Piano Concerto, 
for example. In its final movement, called Defense of the Yellow River and appropriately 
subtitled Chairman Mao summons the people to fight, Red Is the East is quoted several times, 
first as an allusion to illuminate Mao's call to fight, and later in a final virtuoso apotheosis 
culminating in an ingenious modulation by way of a Chinese folk tune leading directly from 
Red Is the East into a short quotation from the Internationale. In the multimedia performance 
by Chinese star pianist Lang Lang in August 2007, four Chinese symphony orchestras join 
together to stage Red Is the East: one hundred female pianists all dressed in white wedding 
gowns join the soloist in playing the song. It is a roaring spectacle accompanied by a huge 
projection of a rising sun on all the screens in the auditorium (see http://projects.zo.uni
heidelberg.de/ continuousrevolution/main.php?part= 1&chapter=2&media=13 ).26 

It is this kind of music, an exuberant example of "pentatonic romanticism" as one could 
call it, in accomplished virtuoso style that China proudly and frequently selects to accompany 
summit meetings or international tours of their most famous orchestras and musicians. The 
grandiose incarnation performed by Lang Lang in 2007 was staged on the occasion of the 
decennial celebrations of Hong Kong's return to the People' Republic of China. But, as we 
have seen, already, this kind of music finds a critical echo, not just among Westerners: Tai
wanese musicologist Han Kuo-huang even speaks of"Chinese garbage" music, while others 
state: "The Chinese are not interested in adapting to contemporary European or American 
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Illustration 6. Cover ofWe will Always Follow the Golden Road 
Which Mao Once Showed Us, ca. 1977. 

style, nor have they so far developed their own stamp. They still appear content to copy from 
the masters of the past."27 

A lack of understanding is due not to the political content of this music alone, but to the 
fact that this music is perceived as "copying outdated styles." And yet, it does not do so ex
clusively: There have been many ingenious ways of composing Chinese music throughout 
the twentieth century and even a survey of the very different usages of this song in Mao's 
praise illustrates this quite clearly. There are versions for Chinese instruments as in We Will 
Always Follow the Golden Road Which Mao Once Showed Us, see illustration 6 for example, 
on an LP dating from Hua Guofeng's $00~ (1921-) interim government right after the 
official end of the Cultural Revolution (1976-78) which mentions in its second line that 
"songs praising Red Is the East can be heard everywhere." At the end, the melody of Red Is 
the East is invoked.28 Another LP from the same period entitled Morning Sun incorporates 
traditional instruments into one song after another praising the new "sun" on Chinese skies, 
Hua Guofeng, by alluding time and again to the familiar melody. In the final song entitled 
Morning Sun (fill, B *lt), see illustration 7, the music reaches its culmination when the well
known Mao song is repeated over and over again. The piece ends, in a climactic moment, 
being played on a glockenspiel.29 

In the 1990s, on the other hand, during the "Red Sun Fever" (tI::tJS~ Hong Taiyang 
Re) around the centenary of Mao's day of birth in 1993, millions of tapes and CDs with pop, 
rap, jazz, and rock versions of the old songs in praise of Mao were being released almost 
daily. Already in 1991, and within the span of a few months' time, more than one million 
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Illustration 6. The Morning Sun LP Cover. 

Illustration 7. Red Sun Fever. 
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copies were sold. The movement did not subside but continued to grow, with 14 million sold 
by 1993, 72 million by 2006, and 80 million by 2008.30 Some of these songs epitomize the 
romantic apotheosis that is part of earlier propaganda versions of Red Is the East. One remake 
of Mao quotation songs published in 1991 on a CD entitled Quotation Songs by Mao: A 
Medley of Rocksongs in Praise of a Great Man (-=5.±frti:g.3RllJ'lc1iAli1lH'ffimJ:t-*P/§ Mao Zhuxi 
yiiluge weirensong yaogun lianchang) for example begins with a kitsch version of Red Is the 
East played on a slightly out-of-tune Chinese glockenspiel backed by a choir reciting lines 
from the original text of the song: "The fact that China has brought forth a Mao Zedong is the 
greatest pride of her people (i=f 00t±lT1--=51--¥-*, :!3::tt i=p 00 A~ s<J!Ff~)."31 

In another version, published on a CD entitled Remembering Mao Zedong ('i:f:.1t-=B~* 
Huainian Mao Zedong) in 199032 the constant harsh interjections in the percussion may at 
first suggest irony, even criticism; the mindless singing and the brutal percussion beats may 
be interpreted as reminiscences of the Cultural Revolution as a time of unthinking cruelty. 
But this ironic strand is immediately dissolved, as in many other songs of this kind, in the 
subsequent solo section, which is solemnly presented and harmonized as a canon. One can 
almost picture the singer with tears in his eyes and a burning heart-the identical musical 
gesture and idiom that were dominant during and before the Cultural Revolution in the ser
vice of Mao's appraised "Revolutionary Romanticism." 

Indeed, there are other, very different takes, too, such as Zhao Dadi's IM::k±fil (1965-) 
remake of the song, mixing instrumental elements from Chinese folk songs, suona (P]Jj Ppg, 
a rather ear-piercing Chinese reed-instrument) and Chinese gongs, with a Hammond organ, 
and pop strings (see Illustration 8).33 At the same time, rock musicians, Cui Jian perhaps most 
prominently among them, have made clever use of the old symbolic language of the sun, tak
ing up the familiar melody and equating the sun with great hope for the future. In A Difficult 
Path (X~xiff Jiannan xing), one of his first songs originating in the mid-1980s, Cui Jian 
employed the rhetoric of the red sun in the East: he ends a long list of calls not to give up even 
in spite of difficulties with the phrase, "The radiance of the sun symbolizes our tomorrow! 
(A ~B 8{] l5)1:7't%~~1iE 3@' l3Jj 7C). "34 

Illustration 8. Zhao Dadi Red Praise; 2003. 
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Cui Jian has other, very different takes on the subject. This Space (i3:JLB<J3:'.i'8J Zhe'r 
de kongjian) for example, released in 1991, describes a love relationship that has become 
stagnant; the singer's faith in the sun has now turned malignant, even becoming a sexualized 
farce. The last verse, describing the physical act oflovemaking, ends as follows: 

7Cj!1-#!i,J1!fl [lj!¥y¥Jt 
1$j!i::J#f#, PJ~¥*~~ 
J3:ijfli! i:p B<J :k, JX~ J: B<J ff 
7f j!J!l:B<J:::t~B, J!l:B<J7~7Jc 

Heaven is a cave, surrounded by a desert. 
You are a dried well, but the deeper, the more beautiful, 
Only the fire in the breast and the sweat on the body, 

Are the real sun and the real spring water. 35 

This vocabulary is reminiscent of or perhaps even related to a Cui Jian song that was 
never officially released, but performed several times in the late 1980s. Later, in 1992, it was 
made into an MTV video entitled A Piece of Red Cloth (-~IT~ Yi kuai hong bu). The video 
openly juxtaposes propaganda scenes and the beautiful face of a woman washed in red.36 

On March 12, 1989, Cui Jian sang this song at the Beijing Exhibition Hall to an audience of 
18,000 fans. The text of the song runs as follows: 

1J~X.j!1$ffl-:f;k;~;(p" That day you used a piece of red cloth 

!Hl::ftX.Jrn~fil~1±7 X. To blindfold my eyes and cover up the sky 
fn\fi'i]ft~ J7i!. 7 ft.Z,. You asked me what !had seen 
ft-j$&ft~ J7i!. 7 :¥ti I said I saw happiness. 

J3: 1-~W:Jtitft~ij[i 
Tiil:ft;S:j'ljift¥i:l:t!!,Jl,1± 
1$ fi'i) ft~Jf-i;;{ii]jj 
ft-j$&Jf J: 1$ B<J ~ 

~/GJ7i!.1$ill~/GJ7i!.~ 
ft B<J ~ill *Bl {$:Jl1± 
f$1BJ ftf±~JHt.Z,. 
fti$1.ftJf1$fi'tct 

ft~'Ji:t, {$/Gj!'lfk 
!P ~ tirk-f!f 5£.fJJ ~Q 
ft~'Ji:t, 1$~J::ffJfrr. 
Efil jg 1$ B<J ~j! ~ .>JL.>JL 

J3: 1-~ W:Jt il:ft~Hli 
Tiil:ft;S:j'ljift¥i:l:t!!,J[,{t 
{$ fi'i] ft~Jf-i;;{iiJjJ 
ft-j$&Jf J: 1$ B<J ~ 

ft~'Ji:t, J3:/Gj!Ji't!f 
!P~/GJ7i!.J3::l:t!!,B~=f~ 
ft~'%, ftJf ~ #Vk 
PJ {$ 8{] Oj/j)j4Jft 8{J Oj/j:t1f 1± 

ft/G fig}Eftill /G fig* 
Efil)gft~1*B~=f#i 
ftJf 1i<~J3:f!f fl'/H¥-3f 1$ 
Efil )gft:il9;om 1$ B<J:mra= 

jj~ 7Cj!{$ffl-:f;k;~ 111 
~1.±ft>rXH~ill~f± 7 X. 

This feeling reallv made me comfortable 
Made me forget I had no place to live 
You asked where I wanted to go 
I said I want to walk your road. 

I couldn't see you, and I couldn't see the road 
You grabbed my hands and wouldn i let go 
You asked what was I thinking 
I said I want to let you be my master. 

I have a feeling that you aren i made of iron 
But you seem to be as forceful as iron 
I felt that you had blood in your body 
Because your hands were so warm. 

This feeling really made me comfortable 
Made me forget I had no place to live 
You asked where I wanted to go 
I said I want to walk your road. 

I had a feeling this wasn't a wilderness 
Though I couldn 't see it was already dry and cracked 
I felt that I wanted to drink some water 
But you used a kiss to block off my mouth. 

I don 't want to leave and I don 't want to cry 
Because my body is already withered and dry 
I want to always accompany you this way 

Because I know your suffering best. 

That day you used a piece of red cloth 
To blin4fold my eyes and cover up the sky 

1$fil)ft~ J7i!. 7 ft.Z,. 
fti$1.ft~ J7i!. 7 :¥ti 
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You asked me what I had seen 

I said I saw happiness. 37 

In this song, the sun is not visible, but always implicitly there, with its withering and dry
ing capacities, which are completely omitted in the original song of praise for Mao. Yet, not 
unlike in Red Is the East, the sun is the guide here, too. It shows the road and leads the way; 
it promises happiness and appears as a savior, at least at first, for someone who has no place 
to live. While Cui Jian openly describes the pain of oppression from a drying and withering 
master (the sun), he also admits his own complicity in the process of subjugation: isn't he 
happiest in the blinding, "withering" embrace of his "master" after all, does he not like to feel 
the warmth of his hands, his kiss? 

These ambiguities of the text are captured musically as well. In order to illustrate the 
dangerous qualities of this embrace with the sun, Cui uses his voice in a manner constricted 
to the point that he is producing a kind of quavering rasp. 38 He had also used this mannerism 
in This Space where the "real sun" (Jila<J:*~B zhende taiyang), too, is presented in coarse, 
disgusted sounding, chopped-off articulation, in marked contrast with both Cui Jian's own 
early efforts at rock (and sun) singing and with prevalent singing styles of Chinese pop music 
that began flooding the Chinese music market at around the same time.39 

This is political music, to be sure, and it does borrow from masters of the past (as well as 
the present), but is it worse for being so? In addition to employing musical instruments and 
structures also to be found in the West, it engages Chinese musical instruments and struc
tures as well as philosophical ideas. In the eyes of the contemporary Chinese audience, the 
message of such Mao Music is not outdated, to be sure. They see the contemporaneity, the 
relevance, the variety in this music, even if they would argue that its message is ambiguous. 
Some say that Mao comes down from his pedestal as God. One such voice argues, as in the 
words of one interviewee: 'In the Cultural Revolution we used to stand when we sang. We 
listened to these songs like in church, with respect. Now it's Rock'n'roll-a real mess (!L-G 
)\.flt luanqibazao) ... Rock'n'roll expresses some anti-social ideas, rather than respect. It's a 
big change, changing Mao Zedong from a God to an object ofRock'n'roll; now you can sing 
whatever way you want.' As if addressing Mao directly, then, this interviewee says somewhat 
grumpily: "Now I can sing you this way (fJ/lft :flt PT ~ J.3:0. U/§ 1$ B<J 7 ). "40 

There appear to be numerous and ever more frivolous ways of "singing Mao this way" 
today. On the one hand, the song continues to serve as the identification signal for the PRC's 
national radio station and many a cigarette lighter plays the familiar melody when opened. 
Red Is the East is sounded on the opening page of the CCP official news site (9=1 ffil~F'.R: 
Yi"~), too,41 and it can be heard at every hour from the clocks at Beijing's main train station. 
None other than Bo Xilai, former Party Secretary in Chongqing, initiated the so-called Red 
Culture Movement which entailed the mass singing of Red Songs such as Red is the East 
to improve public morale (see illustration 5).42 Yet, on the other hand, Red Is the East also 
appears at private karaoke parties, in university talent shows in public, sung by the Chinese 
women's soccer team, or by foreigners at international banquets.43 The political contents as 
well as the stylistic multiplicity of Chinese music, which encompasses musical structures and 
approaches associated both with China and the West, do not make it immediately unattract
ive to Chinese audiences then, in spite of much foreign prejudice. Chinese music has been 
variously described in terms of its noise, chaos, and disorderliness, its political stiffness and 
ideological bias and its derivative nature, but looking more closely and with an open ear and 
eye, one may reconsider Chinese music for what it has to offer and pride itself on. It opens 
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many creative, innovative, investigative and explorative angles that one may overlook if one 
follows common and even age-old preconceptions and prejudices. 

And this shift in perception seems to be taking place presently: Names like Qu Xiaosong, 
Guo Wenjing $~Jt~ (1956-), and Tan Dun are becoming increasingly commonplace to 
European and North American musical and operatic stages. Some critics argue that Western 
audiences are "enchanted by the rhythmic speech, the haunting melodies, the percussion 
that violently interrupts the narrative," in their works, it "identifies with the emotion, de
lights in the music and ultimately succumbs to the magic of the spectacle."44 Works like Qu 
Xiaosong's Life on a String (performed at the Edinburgh Festival 1999) or The Test (at the 
Munich Biennale 2004), Guo Wenjing's Wolf Cub Village (performed at the Holland Festival 
1994) and his Night Banquet (at the Almeida Theatre in London 1998) or Tan Dun's Marco 
Polo (performed at the Munich Biennale 1996) and his The First Emperor (performed with 
Placido Domingo at the Metropolitan Opera in New York 2006) are praised, and they fasci
nate their audiences by taking up elements from Chinese operatic art and music. They thus 
infiltrate and emich the European operatic tradition with new gestures, masks, and, I would 
argue, new sounds as well. 

"Why does everyone need Chinese opera?" This is the title of one chapter in Alexander 
C. Y. Huang's study of Chinese Shakespeares, which deals with the foreign reception of Chi
nese style operatic versions of Shakespeare. 45 The study speaks of an "infatuation with Asian 
visuality."46 According to the author, "Chinese opera Shakespeares seem to cross national 
boundaries in the global marketplace with ever greater facility and an unprecedented degree 
of translatability. If film has become the 'lingua franca of the twentieth century,' the success 
of Chinese opera in recent decades is testimony to the rise of Asian visibility in the global 
scene." There may be more to it: reactions to Chinese-style operas both by Chinese and by 
non-Chinese composers recently show that we have come full circle from Hector Berlioz 
who heard but "wild cat-howls, turkey duckings and death rattles" in performances of Chi
nese opera, and our Chinese theater-goer who considered European opera "too much noise." 
While Chinese audiences have been trained to understand European opera (as well as instru
mental music) for a good century or so, European audiences are now beginning to appreciate 
Chinese opera and music and what is developing therefore is not just a globally accepted 
"visual language in stylized performance" as Alexander Huang observed, but a musical one 
as well. As Chinese audiences have begun to accept the sounds of Puccini, Beethoven, Bach 
and the like as anything other than "too much noise," foreign audiences have begun to ap
preciate what Berlioz once called the "wild cat-howls, turkey duckings and death rattles." 
In an increasingly open audiovisual world, pride and prejudice no longer seem to prevail. 
The types of changes introduced by Chinese as well as foreign composers to music old and 
new alike, have actively participated in the de-familiarization process of these "in a global 
marketplace where newness frequently enters as a precious commodity."47 We may just be 
entering a post-nationalist transculturalism in which Western and Chinese music must appear 
no longer as distinctly demarcated "nationalist" soundbites, but instead as global resonances 
to be employed with increasing ease, competence, and understanding. This is true both in 
those parts of the world that I have called the West, throughout this paper, as well as those 
that are frequently called the East, Asia and China. 
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Notes 

Michael Ende: Jim Knopf und Lukas der Lokomotivfuhrer (Stuttgart: Thienemann, 1960, 34£). 
The original reads: "Wunderbare Biiume und Blumen in den seltsamsten Farben und Formen 
gab es da drauJ3en, aber sonderbarerweise schienen sie alle durchsichtig zu sein, durchsichtig wie 
buntes Glas ... Duftige Nebelschleier schwebten tiber den Wiesen und da und dort schliingelten 
sich Fltisse, tiber die sich zierliche, schmale Brucken aus Porzellan schwangen. Manche dieser 
Brucken hatten seltsame Dilcher, daran hingen Tausende von kleinen Glacken aus Silber, die im 
Morgenlicht glitzerten. An vielen Biimnen und Blumen hingen ebenfalls silbeme Glockchen und 
wenn ein leichter Wind tiber das Land strich, dann erscholl bald hier, bald dort ein ganz uberir
disch feines, vielstimmiges Klingen ... Ganz in der Ferne, am Horizont, erhob ein gewaltiges Ge
birge seine Gipfel hoch in die Wolken. Es war rotund wei!3 gemustert. Aus dieser Entfemung sah 
es aus wie eine wunderschi:ine Zierleiste aus dem Schulheft eines Riesenkindes." Unless otherwi
se indicated, translations are my own. 

2 Ende 1960, 42. The original reads: "Darauf offuete sich eine kleine Klappe in der riesigen Eben
holzttir. Ein dicker gelber Kopf schaute heraus und grinste die beiden Freunde liebenswfudig an 
... Der dicke gelbe Kopf fragte mit hoher Fistelstimme: 'Was wtinschen die erlauchten Herrschaf
ten?' 'Wir sind zwei ausliindische Lokomotivflihrer,' antwortete Lukas. 'Und wir mi:ichten geme 
den Kaiser von China (Mandala) sprechen, wenn es sich machen liisst.' 'In welcher Angelegenheit 
wtinschen Sie unseren erhabenen Kaiser zu sprechen?', fragte der Kopfund liichelte gewinnend. 
'Das werden wir ihm am besten selber sagen,' meinte Lukas. 'Leider ist es ganz mnni:iglich, 
sehr ehrenwerter Ftihrer einer liebreizenden Mokolotive,' siiuselte der Kopf tiber dem unsicht
baren Karper und grinste innner liebenswfudiger, 'ganz und gar unmoglich, unseren erhabenen 
Kaiser zu sprechen. Oder haben Sie vielleicht eine Einladung?' 'Nein,' sagte Lukas verdutzt, 
'wozu denn?' Der dicke gelbe Kopf in der Ttirklappe erwiderte: 'Verzeihen Sie mir unwtirdiger 
Blattlaus, aber dann darf ich Sie nicht einlassen. Der Kaiser hat keine Zeit.' 'Aber irgendwann 
im Laufe des Tages,' meinte Lukas, 'hat er <loch sicher mal Zeit fiir uns.' 'Ich bedaure tiberaus!,' 
entgegnete der Kopf und liichelte zuckersti!3 von einem Ohr bis zum anderen. 'Unser erhabener 
Kaiser hat niemals Zeit. Entschuldigen Sie mich!' Und damit schloss sich die Klappe mit einem 
Knall." 

3 See Egon Erwin Kisch: China geheim (Berlin: Aufbau Verlag, 1986, 65-72). 
4 Kisch 1986, 68: Zufalliger Besuch bei Eunuchen. (The original appeared in 1932, soon translated 

into Chinese by Zhou Yibo as ;f£,W S{J 9=1 WI. I thank R. G. Wagner for mentioning this text to me 
many years ago. The original reads: "Die Menschen, die uns entgegenkamen, sahen einander in 
befremdlicher Weise iihnlich. Mit jeder neuen Begegnung wirkte diese Gemeinsamkeit starker, 
und schlie!3lich wurde sie unheimlich. Es waren durchweg alte Frauen, offenbar Arbeiterinnen 
des Gutshofs, die einen fiihrten Vieh an der Leine, die andem trugen Siicke huckpack oder kamen 
mit Rechen und Heugabel vorbei. Sie hatten dunkelblaue Rosen an, wie es bei den arbeitenden 
Frauen hierzulande Sitte ist, jedoch waren, allem Gebrauch zuwider, ihre Oberki:irper nackt, die 
Bruste hingen schamlos herab. Die Matronen sprachen miteinander, und obwohl sie nicht schrien, 
klang ihre Stimme schrill ... Alle Arbeit leisteten die alten Frauen. Locker wackelte ihr Kinn irn 
Kiefergelenk. Kahlgeschoren der Kopf, nur auf dem Scheitel ein 'Dutt,' ein so dtinnes, so graues 
Busche! Haare, <lass es <las vorgeschrittene Alter der Triigerin verriet. Von Gebrechlichkeit war 
nichts zu bemerken, alle packten ihre Arbeit wacker an. Pli:itzlich tiberraschte und verwirrte uns 
eine Kleinigkeit und brachte uns dennoch im gleichen Moment die Spur einer Aufkliirung: eine 
der Frauen, uns abgekehrt, verrichtet stehend ihre Notdurft, stehend, wie es Manner tun. 'Wern 
gehi:irt dieses Gut?' fragten wir eine andere Alte, die mit den jappenden Hunden bereits eine 
geraume Weile um uns herumschlich. Sie trat niiher. 'Wir sind kaiserliche Hofbeamte, und <las 
ist unser Kloster.' Nun begriffen wir vollends. Ohne zu wissen oder zu wollen, waren wir in <las 
Altersheim der Eunuchen geraten ... Wir starrten die Leute an. Vor fiinfMinuten hatten wir sie als 
Frauen angesehen, dann schienen sie uns Manner zu sein, jetzt wussten wir, was sie waren.") 

5 Hector Berlioz: Correspondance Generate (Vol. IV, 1851-1855; Pierre Citron, Yves Gerard, and 
Hugh J. Macdonald, eds., Paris: Flammarion, 1983, 72f). 
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6 Hector Berlioz: "Musikalische Sitten der Chinesen." (in: Berlioz Literarische Werke, Vol. VI, 
Leipzig: Breitkopfund Hartel, 1912, 225-230. The German reads: "Was die Stimme der Chinesen 
betrifft, so war noch nie etwas dermaBen Eigentiimliches an mein Ohr gekommen. Stellen Sie sich 
nasale, gutturale, stohnende, schauerliche Tone vor, die ich ohne allzu groBe Dbertreibung mit 
den Tonen vergleichen darf, wie die Runde von sich geben, wenn sie nach einem langen Schlaf 
sich recken und gewaltsam gahnen.") 

7 August Wilhelm Ambros: Geschichte der Musik, Vol. I: Die Musik des griechischen Altertums 
und des Orients (reprint of the third edition of 1887, Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1968, 511. The 
German reads: "Soweit fleiBige Beobachtung ihrer physikalischen Grundlagen reichen kann, ist 
sie zu einer neben einzelnen phantastischen Ziigen wissenschaftlich wohl durchdachten, geord
neten Musiklehre ausgearbeitet welche in sehr vielem das Richtige und Wahre triff. Wo aber das 
eigentlich Kiinstlerische der Sache beginnt, ist die chinesische Musik roh, barbarisch und wilst. 
Wiihrend ihre Musikwissenschaft seit mehr als zwei Jahrtausenden die Feinheiten des Quinten
cirkels, die zwolf Halbtone der Oktave, die zwei Halbt6ne der Scale, u. s. w. kennt, tobt ihre aus
iibende Musik mit Liirmbecken, Trommen und anderen strepitosen Hall- und Schallwerkzeugen 
gleich der Musik irgend eines wilden Volksstammes.") 

8 It may seem an impossible task to depict a massive clash between tow armies on an ancient lute 
with four strings and a shallow soundbox, but this piece shows that it is possible. Written in the 
wu Jtt or martial style, the piece describes the battle in which General Xiang Yu of the Chu in 202 
BC was defeated by Liu Bang of the Han. The musical narrative depicts a number of fierce and 
stirring battle scenes, it deliberates the desolation and solenmity of the defeated Xiang Yu, and 
ends with the triumph of the victor. A classical tour-de-force for pipa performers, it is a musical 
study of all the turmoil (physical and mental) of the famous historical battle. A wide variety of 
performance techniques on the pipa are brought into full play in this piece that produce a majestic 
and passionate narrative which is sharp in artistic image, exalting in melody, and thrilling in ef
fect. The piece is most frequently performed in a version that goes back to the early 19th century 
but is likely based on earlier versions that can be traced all the way to the 16th century. 

9 Hector Berlioz 1912. The original reads: "Die Vereinigung von Gesang und Begleitung war derar
tig, <lass man zu dem Schlusse berechtigt ist, jene Chinesen wenigstens haben nicht den leisesten 
Begriffvon Harmonie. Die Melodie, grotesk und abscheulich injeder Beziehung, schloss wie das 
gewohnlichste unserer Lieder auf der Tonica, und verlieB die von vomeherein bezeichnete Tonart 
iiberhaupt nicht. Die Begleitung bestand in einer sehr lebhaften und sich immer wiederholenden 
rhythmischen Figur auf der Mandoline, welche sich den Noten der Singstimme sehr wenig oder 
gar nicht anpasste ... Mit einem Wort, es war ein Lied, begleitet von einem kleinen instrurnentalen 
Durcheinander." 

10 Gustav Schilling, ed.: Encyclopadie der musikalischen Wissenschaften oder Universal-Lexicon 
der Tonkunst (reprint of the edition Stuttgart: Verlag Heinrich Kohler, 1835, Hildesheim: Georg 
Ohns, 1974, 204). The original reads: "Die iiber China und die Chinesen uns geli:iufig gewor
denen Vorstellungen lassen unter dem Rubrum 'chinesische Musik' etwas iiberaus Seltsames, ja 
Lacherliches erwarten, das hochstens ein Gegenstand unserer Neugier oder einer der miiBigen, 
und doch unerli:isslichenArtikel in der Musikgeschichte sein konnte.") 

11 Louis Laloy: La Musique Chinoise (Paris: Librarie Renouard, 1910, 115f). 
12 Juzhong Zhang et al.: "Oldest Playable Musical Instruments Found at Jiahu Early Neolithic Site 

in China" (in: Nature 401 [1999]: 366-367). Although the flutes were only recently "discovered" 
with great publicity in Nature, the archeological find of these flutes was published in 1989 (Cao 
Wei: "A New Discovery of Jiahu Bone-Flute of 8.000 Years Ago," in: Archeologica Musica
lis [1989.2/1990.1]:158-159); Zhao Wu: "Jiahu guiling gudi yu Zhongguo yinyue wenming zhi 
yuan" (Bells of Tortoise Shell and Bone Flutes from Jiahu and the Origins of Chinese Musical 
Culture), in Wenwu [1991.3]:50-55). It is possible to show that the six flutes, as respective pairs, 
represent the yin and yang notes of the twelve-tone scale, not unlike later calculations found in 
the Huainanzi, for example (Kenneth Dewoskin: Holding an Ear to the Tracts: Interpretation of 
Early Musical Remains in China [no publisher, 1991]) where each of the twelve notes has particu
lar cosmological significance. 

r 
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13 Walter Kaufmann: Musical References in the Chinese Classics (Monographs in Musicology, no. 
5, Detroit: Information Coordinators, 1976, 33). 

14 Arnold Perris: "Music as Propaganda: Art at the Command of Doctrine in the People's Republic 
of China" (in Ethnomusicology [1983.2711]: 1-28) 
David Holm: Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991) 
Yuqing Wu: "Ruxue chuantong yu xiandai yinyue sichao" (The Ruist Tradition and the Ideologi
cal Trend in Modem Music, in Zhongguo Yinyuexue [Musicology in China] [1993.4]:7-15) 
Barbara Mittler: "Chinese New Music as a Politicized Language: Orthodox Melodies and Danger
ous Tunes" (in Indiana East Asian Working Paper, Series 10 [1996]:1-22) Sue Tuohy: "The Sonic 
Dimensions of Nationalism in Modem China: Musical Representation and Transformation" (in: 
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